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Data & analysis that would underpin a new
Peace Performance Measurement System
The assumption of the new system is that it requires an ethnographic approach in tense settings, whereas a mix can be attained in less tense
environments using ‘knowledge, attitude and behaviour’ survey data. National level dynamics (where conflict is not within WFP’s purview) require use of
highly tuned political economy analysis, as well as collaboration with national and international indices and SDG 16 data.

1 Correlation analysis, in particular on food security
and levels of conflict

More National

2 Small scale exploratory
research such as political
economy analysis, or factors of
access
5 Exploratory data scoring, focus
group mapping and aerial data

More Local/Community

3 Experimental or quasi
experimental methods for impact
evaluation
4 Net change analysis, longitudinal and
cross-sectional surveys on « people »

Analytical Frameworks
The assumption of the new system is that it requires an ethnographic approach in tense settings, whereas a mix can be attained in less tense
environments using ‘knowledge, attitude and behaviour’ survey data. National level dynamics (where conflict is not within WFP’s purview) require use of
highly tuned political economy analysis, as well as collaboration with national and international indices and SDG 16 data.
Analysis of frequent and convergent
correlations between food insecurity,
conflict incidents, resilience, at the
national level

Contextualised data about
risks around WFP, relating
to value chains,
humanitarian access
Conflict driver
mapping and
conflict sensitivity
measurement

1 Correlation analysis, in particular on food security
and levels of conflict

2 Small scale exploratory
research such as political
economy analysis, or factors of
access

5 Exploratory data scoring, focus
group mapping and aerial data

Evaluations around an
intervention using limited
variables of assistance

3 Experimental or quasi
experimental methods for impact
evaluation
4 Net change analysis, longitudinal and
cross-sectional surveys on « people »

Surveys

Data Sources
The assumption of the new system is that it requires an ethnographic approach in tense settings, whereas a mix can be attained in less tense
environments using ‘knowledge, attitude and behaviour’ survey data. National level dynamics (where conflict is not within WFP’s purview) require use of
highly tuned political economy analysis, as well as collaboration with national and international indices and SDG 16 data.
International research institutes
(CGIAR, Action Against Hunger
MEFIC, Institute for Economics and
Peace

International Crisis Group
and other tried and tested
providers

Community
Engagement Teams
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Evaluations around an
intervention using limited
variables of assistance

3 Experimental or quasi
experimental methods for impact
evaluation
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RAM

List of Abbreviations
ACR – Annual Country Report
CA – Conflict Analysis
CFM – Complaints and Feedback Mechanisms
CO – Country Office
CP – Cooperating Partner
CS – Conflict Sensitivity
CSP – Country Strategic Plan
FLA – Field Level Agreement
FMA – Field Monitoring Assistant
MTR- Mid-term Review
SDG – Sustainable Development Goal
ToC – Theory of Change
UNCCA – UN Common Country Analysis
UNSDCF – UN Sustainable Development Cooperation Framework
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